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Chapter 1661: Su Yuhan arrives! 

 

Just this one glance. 

Yang Tian’s body stiffened, as if he had lost his soul. 

“True evil eye?” 

Ye Chen’s eyes flickered, then he reached out and pointed at Yang Tian’s brow, forcibly awakening his 

divine sense.””Don’t look into his eyes!” 

Yang Tian shivered and broke out in cold sweat. Fear flashed across his face, but he did not dare to look 

at Huangfu Yu in the eye. 

Just now, he felt that his soul was about to scatter. 

The rest of the people were shocked. 

One should know that Yang Tian was still a late void refinement realm cultivator, but he still fell for 

Huangfu Yu’s trick. How could anyone else take it? 

“I didn’t expect you to have cultivated the true eye of the evil spirit!” 

Ye chen looked at Huangfu Yu again with a hint of surprise. 

The so-called evil demon true eye was an eye technique of the devil race. This eye technique was 

extremely strange and evil. With just a single glance, it could capture the soul of others. 

“Hehe ...” 

Huangfu Yu was not surprised at all. He smiled at ye chen and said,”Brother ye, believe me, you have the 

right to experience my true demon Eye.” 

“The world Guardian!” 

All of a sudden, an indifferent voice rang out from the huge throne hovering in the void,””Looking at 

your camp, experts are as rare as Phoenix Feathers and Qilin horns. Do you think you can stop me if I 

give the order?” 

As soon as these words came out, everyone’s faces couldn’t help but change, as if they were facing a 

great enemy. 

From the moment Huangfu Yu came out, they had already sensed that the number of experts from the 

demon camp had indeed surpassed them. 

“Six demon emperors that are comparable to the demigod stage.” 

” 14 Devil Kings who are as powerful as perfected void refinement realm cultivators!” Old ancestor 

yellow spring said with a solemn expression,”this lineup is almost twice as many as us!” 



On their side, excluding the world guardians, only ye chen, Di Jiang, and the Holy ape were above the 

soul clone stage. 

“Is that so?” 

At this moment, a cold voice suddenly exploded in the world,””Demon Lord, you’re putting your demon 

race in too much regard!” 

This voice was extremely familiar. 

Ye Chen’s body trembled and he looked up. He saw a black umbrella coming from the sky. 

Under the black umbrella, a Woman in Black stepped through the void. Her long sleeves fluttered in the 

wind, and she looked magnificent. 

“Yuhan?!!” 

Ye Chen’s eyes dimmed. 

The woman was su Yuhan. 

What he didn’t expect was that su Yuhan would come to such a dangerous place alone. 

“Yuhan, why are you here?” he could not help asking. 

“Someone is bullying my husband. As his wife, I can’t just stand by and watch.” Su Yuhan landed beside 

him and smiled, which almost captivated everyone. 

She looked at Huangfu Yu with an extremely cold gaze,”I can’t believe you’ve fallen to such a level.” 

“So it’s little sister Yuhan ...” 

Huangfu Yu’s pupils slightly contracted. He then smiled and said,””It’s been a long time since we’ve last 

met, I didn’t expect little sister Yuhan to have such a change. This really makes your cousin feel gratified. 

” 

“Younger sister?” 

Su Yuhan chuckled.”I’m so disgusted to hear you say that.””...” 

After saying that, she raised her eyes slightly and looked at the demon Lord on the throne.””Demon 

master, you, the Lackey of the five great demon gods, aren’t by his side? how dare you descend to the 

lower realm without permission? aren’t you afraid of being killed?” 

The devil Lord’s calm face finally changed a little. He stared at su Yuhan and said,””So you’re the nether 

Lord. No, you’re just the reincarnation of the nether Lord. No wonder you can identify this Demon Lord.” 

“Nether Lord!” 

At this point, he seemed to have thought of something and sneered,””Nether Lord, you have not fully 

awakened your past life, yet you dare to appear before me. Aren’t you afraid that you will never be able 

to return?” 

“If I lend you ten times your courage, would you dare?” 



Suddenly, a cold voice was heard. 

The crowd looked over and saw a young Man in Black Walking in the Air. He looked cold, but his eyes 

were full of excitement when he looked at su Yuhan. 

It was Feng Wuxie. 

Under everyone’s gaze, Feng Wuxie ran towards su Yuhan, then kneeled on the ground and said 

respectfully,””Feng Wuxie, a descendant of the netherworld River Tribe, greets the Lord of the 

netherworld!” 

Su Yuhan’s eyes flashed with confusion. 

It was as if he had not fully recovered his memory. 

Seeing her reaction, Feng Wuxie sighed and stood up. He looked at the Dark Lord coldly and said,””Dark 

Lord, let me ask you. Even if I lend you ten times your courage, would you dare to touch my Lord?” 

“Although my dark clan is crippled, we haven’t been completely exterminated.” 

“I’m afraid it’s as easy as blowing off dust to kill a mere demon master like you?” 

His eyes were extremely cold. 

Before this, he did not believe that the nether Lord’s reincarnation was ye Chen’s woman. However, the 

moment he saw su Yuhan, he completely believed ye Chen’s words. 

“Hehe ...” 

“Junior of the Dark Clan, you can summon it. Let’s see if the Almighties of the Dark Clan can sense it.” 

The Lord of the Dark Clan laughed sinisterly. 

Feng Wuxie’s expression changed slightly. He slowly raised his right palm, only to see that his palm had 

suddenly become boiling hot, and the word ‘dark’ could be seen vaguely. 

However, he was disappointed. 

The word “nether” only flickered a few times before it dimmed again. 

“You did something to it?” Feng Wuxie’s body shook. 

“Hehe ...” 

Huangfu Yu could not help but laugh,”Feng Wuxie, you’re too stupid. Do you really think that the demon 

race will sit by and watch you verify the reincarnation of the Dark Lord? When the Emperor of the dead 

was about to leave, foster father destroyed the spatial node. ” 

“Without three to five years, it won’t be easy for the Dark Clan to find the space node that leads to this 

world.” 

“The demons are indeed cunning and shameless!” Feng Wuxie’s face was ashen. 

It could be said that his greatest reliance was the Emperor of the dead. However, the destruction of the 

spatial node was equivalent to cutting off his only hope. 



“Nether Lord!” 

“If you were at your peak, I would have run away as soon as I saw you,” the demon master said 

mockingly.”Unfortunately, even with you now, I’m afraid it’s difficult to control the overall situation.” 

“Is that so?” 

Su Yuhan smiled.”This time, I’ve brought a person for you. No, it’s Yilong.” 

Just as she finished her sentence. 

Suddenly, an extremely evil voice rang out between heaven and earth,””What if I’m added?” 

“Ang!” 

As the voice fell, a Dragon’s Roar reverberated in the void, shaking everyone’s heart. 

Under everyone’s gaze. 

A huge Red Dragon that covered the sky came through the void. The Dragon was completely red, and as 

soon as it appeared, it had a terrifying Dragon’s might that suppressed everything. 

“This fellow has finally appeared.” 

The moment he saw the Red Dragon, a smile finally appeared on Emperor Jiang’s old-fashioned face, as 

if he was excited and reminiscing. 

“The candle Dragon?!!” 

“The candle Dragon and the candle Dragon of the twelve ancestors of Sorcery!” Ye chen mumbled. 

Chapter 1662: The four great wizard ancestors are here! 

 

He looked at the Dragon Shadow that covered the sky. 

At that moment, everyone felt an extreme sense of oppression, even Huangfu Yu who had undergone a 

huge transformation. 

As the red light spread out, the Red Dragon turned into a red-haired young man. The young man was 

quite handsome, and his red hair swayed in the air, making him look extremely elegant. 

With the appearance of the young man, the eyes of the demon master on the throne darkened.””So it’s 

a little stinky bug from back then. I have to say, you’re really lucky.” 

“Smelly bugs or fragrant bugs are fine.” 

“The purpose of my existence is to disgust all of you who try to destroy this world,” the red-haired youth 

said with a smile. 

Emperor Jiang couldn’t help but look at him and ask, Zhulong, have you recovered?” 

As his voice fell ... 



Everyone, including master thundercloud, was dumbstruck. 

Zhulong! 

The red-haired young man in front of them was torch Dragon, one of the twelve ancestors of sorcery. 

“Of course.” 

Meeting Emperor Jiang’s eyes, Zhulong laughed and said,””In fact, I recovered earlier than all of you. It’s 

just that I’ve been playing around in the secular world.” 

“A game in the human world?” 

Emperor Jiang was slightly stunned. Then, he seemed to have thought of something, and his face 

twitched slightly. 

As the saying goes, Dragons are lascivious by nature! 

The game he was talking about was probably not that simple. 

“You’re ye chen, right?” 

Zhu long suddenly looked at ye chen. After sizing him up, he praised,””You’re quite a handsome man. 

I’ve heard a lot about you in the mortal world these days. ” 

“No wonder the nether Lord has taken a fancy to you.” 

He grinned and winked at ye chen. 

Chen Zhao was stunned. 

Old ancestor yellow spring and Yang Tian looked at each other. They felt that the legendary torch 

Dragon was a Chatterbox and a Joker, which was not what they thought. 

“Shut up!” 

Su Yuhan rolled her eyes at him. 

The latter obediently shut her mouth. 

Su Yuhan then looked at ye chen.”This guy has been sneaking around outside our house. He even fought 

with the heaven-trampling old Daoist. I only found out that he’s torch Dragon after I found out.” 

Sneaky? 

“I’m doing it openly,”Zhu long was a little speechless. 

Su Yuhan didn’t bother to answer him and continued,””This guy said that you would be in danger, so I 

asked him to bring me to you.” 

Ye chen nodded slightly, a look of realization on his face. 

Zhulong was one of the twelve ancestors of sorcery, so it was easy for him to enter the Ruins of Yin. 



Seeing that the group of people were reminiscing about the past as if nothing had happened, Huangfu 

Yu could not help but sneer, “You’re about to die, yet you’re still in the mood to reminisce?” 

“Do you think that one more person is enough to change the overall situation?” 

In the end, he seemed to be mocking. 

“Don’t worry, don’t worry, there’s still time to fight!” 

Zhulong waved his hand and shouted into the void,””Xuan Ming, how long are you two going to hide? 

Hurry up and come out, we’re just missing you two. ” 

The voice fell. 

Everyone was shocked. 

There’s still someone else? 

As expected, a helpless voice rang out in the silent void,””Zhulong, you’re still the same after so many 

years.” 

“BOOM!” 

Under everyone’s gaze, a tall figure stepped through the air. The figure was about 100 feet tall, with a 

human face and a bird’s body. There was a green snake on each of his ears, and a green snake was 

under his feet. 

“Xuanming ...” 

Di Jiang looked slightly happy. 

Before he could react, another giant descended from behind the figure. The figure also had two green 

snakes hanging from its ears, as if it was a clone of the former. 

However, if one looked carefully, one would discover that the former had the face of a bird, while the 

latter had the face of a human and the body of a beast. 

“She bi Shi!” 

When he saw the latter, an idea immediately flashed through ye Chen’s mind. 

Now, the remaining four of the twelve ancestors of sorcery were all here. 

In front of everyone, Xuan Ming transformed into a man in green, while the she bi Shi transformed into 

a Man in Black. However, the green snakes on their ears were still there. 

“Greetings, world Guardian.” 

The three of them nodded at zero. 

“You’ve finally appeared. ” 



Zero looked at them with a smile, then looked at the demon master on the throne and said,””Demon 

master, now that we have five more combatants on our side, are you sure you want to fall out with us 

now?” 

The world instantly fell into a dead silence. 

Lei Yunzi and the others were secretly prepared to take action. 

Huangfu Yu could not help but look at the demon master. 

The demon Lord’s expression changed, and he seemed to be silent. 

Although he had six demon emperors on his side ... 

However, ye chen had four ancestors of sorcery on his side, all of whom were no weaker than the 

demon Emperor at the form synthesis stage. In addition, there was su Yuhan, the reincarnation of the 

Lord of the Underworld. However, their strength was still unknown. 

Thinking of this, he laughed evilly.”I’m not the kind of person to go back on my word. Since I’ve made a 

bet with you, we’ll naturally proceed in the form of a bet.” 

“Sure!” 

Zero’s face was calm. 

The next moment! 

He pointed his finger at the temple in front of everyone. As countless runes and imprints flowed through 

his finger, everyone immediately felt the ground shake violently as if there was an earthquake. 

Heaven and earth also began to shake. 

All of a sudden, the projection of a Golden Door appeared in the void. 

The Golden Door opened wide, and a strong, desolate Qi was emitted from it. It was extremely majestic, 

as if an ancient God had descended into the mortal world. 

“Pi Li pa la!” 

Countless people felt as if their joints couldn’t bear the weight of this aura, and they couldn’t help but 

burst out with crisp cracking sounds. 

Chapter 1663: The opening of the tomb of the monarch, the outbreak of war! 

 

As for Huangfu Yu and the other demons, they felt as if their bodies were about to collapse under this 

aura. It was a suppression that came from the depths of their souls. 

“Emperor pressure!” 

The demon Lord waved his hand and protected Huangfu Yu. His face was extremely dark.”The emperor’s 

prestige of Emperor Xuanyuan!” 



He had not imagined that Emperor Xuanyuan had long stepped into the heavenly road and still had 

some remnants of his Emperor’s prestige in this realm. 

“I believe you’ve all guessed it.” 

Zero’s gaze swept over ye chen and the others.”This is the entrance of the Emperor’s Tomb, which can 

only last for the time for one incense stick to burn. The Xuanyuan sword is in it, and there are many 

treasures inside, which are the opportunities collected by Emperor Xuanyuan.” 

“Of course, there are also dangers involved. If you are not careful, you might die ...” 

Hearing this, everyone fell silent, but their eyes were extremely determined. 

“Now, I announce the opening of the tomb,” said zero.”Anyone below the Dao fusing realm can enter. 

There is no limit to the number of people who can enter. The winner of this bet will be the one who 

obtains the Xuanyuan sword.” 

The Dao integration stage was also known as the body integration stage. 

This was the realm above the soul splitting stage. 

It was the third step of the heaven-connecting flight of steps. 

Obviously, zero had excluded the four ancestors of sorcery and the demon Emperor. After all, if they 

could all enter, it would be no different from a shocking battle. 

“Let’s go!” 

As soon as he finished speaking, Huangfu Yu turned into a dark shadow and rushed towards the door. 

Countless demonic shadows followed behind him. 

It was obvious that the demon master had already told him the rules. 

Upon seeing this scene. 

Ye chen could not help but look up at zero. Zero nodded slightly in acknowledgment. 

The next moment! 

He waved his hand and took the lead, teleporting toward the Golden Door in the void. 

“Stop them!” 

Huangfu Yu, who was leading the way, turned around and gave ye chen a sinister smile. He then gave a 

cold order to the many specters behind him. 

Obviously, he wanted to stall ye chen. After all, zero had said before that the entrance to the Emperor’s 

Tomb could only be maintained for the time it takes for an incense stick to burn. 

Once the time passed and ye chen was still unable to enter, he would be considered to have failed. 

“Kill!” 



At that moment, countless demonic shadows covered the sky and attacked ye chen. Among them were 

shrill roars. 

“Pfft ...” 

Suddenly, a flash of lightning appeared in ye Chen’s palm. It was as if the spring thunder had fallen into 

the world. Instantly, countless sparks of lightning filled the world. 

The demonic shadow in his hand instantly turned into ashes. 

Even so, there were still many powerful demons who attacked ye chen fearlessly. Among them, there 

was no lack of demon kings comparable to the soul splitting stage. 

The void collapsed, and cicadas chirped in the sky. 

“Die!” 

Suddenly, a shocking sword light struck, and the leading Devil King was cut in half on the spot, along 

with many devil shadows, which were shattered. 

Ye Wushuang’s figure landed beside ye chen.””Big brother, you go. Leave them to us!” 

“Fellow Daoist ye, you go first. Little brat yang and I will kill their household registration book first!” 

“Die!” Old ancestor yellow spring roared and activated his Thunder Magic Body with all his might. He 

joined forces with Yang Tian and fought fiercely against the demonic shadows. 

“Kill!!!” 

At this moment, master thundercloud, Yu Taiyuan, and the others also rushed out at the same time, 

wrapped in monstrous killing intent that shattered the clouds. 

The battle was about to start. 

No one had expected that a war would break out before they even entered the tomb. In just a few 

breaths, countless experts had fallen, including both demons and humans. 

Blood dyed the sky red, and it was extremely tragic. 

“Bang!” 

One of the soul formation stage Huaxia cultivators had his abdomen pierced through by a demon Wolf-

like demon on the spot, and his primordial spirit and physical body were torn apart. 

“Junior Brother!!!” 

Seeing this scene, the other elder in a Daoist robe suddenly roared. His eyes were extremely red. Then, 

he decisively chose to burn his life force and charged at the demonic Wolf without fear of death. 

“Bang!” 

He decisively chose to self-destruct! 

“Hahaha, for the human race, for the earth, kill, kill one to make a profit, kill two to make a profit!” 



This scene had thoroughly stimulated everyone. Countless experts of the older generation laughed 

loudly and chose to self-destruct with tragic expressions on their faces, dragging their opponents ‘souls 

away. 

“Kill, kill, kill!” 

Everyone’s eyes turned red from the killing! 

Everyone, including the four ancestors of sorcery and zero, remained calm as if they had not seen 

anything. 

This was the reality! 

Since it was a bet, everyone had to follow the rules of the game! 

If they attacked, the demon master and the six demon emperors beside him would also attack, and the 

consequences would be thousands of times more tragic than the scene in front of them! 

This was a battle that had no choice! 

Since that was the case, he would let them live on their own. 

They won’t attack! 

The demon master and the others also turned a blind eye to it. 

Ye Chen’s eyes welled up with tears as he watched his side suffer heavy losses in order to open a path 

for him. He, who claimed to have a heart of stone, could not help but feel a sting in his heart. 

He didn’t know many of the people who had fallen. 

There were even some who had grudges against him. 

However, for the sake of righteousness, these people had abandoned their grudges and forgotten about 

life and death. 

Su Yuhan teleported over and urged him.”Little Chen, hurry! The door is about to close. Go in!” 

“Old ye, hurry, hurry up and go in!!!” 

Yang Tian, who was bathed in demon blood, roared angrily,””Don’t be too soft-hearted at this time. 

Look at the overall situation!” 

What was their sacrifice? 

The real battlefield was between ye chen and Huangfu Yu! 

“Let’s go!” 

Su Yuhan took a deep breath, then grabbed ye Chen’s arm and plunged toward the closing door. 

Chapter 1664: Mirror realm space, Xuanyuan mountain! 

 



Behind the door that ye chen and su Yuhan had entered. 

“Boom boom boom!!!” 

The killing continued. 

“Die!” 

After killing a few Devil Kings, the door in the void was about to close completely. 

He waved his hand and shouted at Yang Tian, Lei Yunzi, and the others, who were covered in 

blood,””The door is about to disappear. Let’s go in with the ancestor!” 

They had to go in! 

This was because many demons had already followed Huangfu Yu in. If they did not enter, su Yuhan and 

ye chen would be at a disadvantage. 

“BOOM!” 

In an instant, dozens of figures plunged into the gate. Then, the gate closed completely, and its color 

gradually dimmed and finally disappeared. 

At the sight of this, the remaining humans and demons who were still fighting finally stopped. However, 

both sides looked extremely serious. 

Many people had died in this battle, and both sides had suffered losses. 

Zero looked at the demon master in the void and said,””Let’s wait and see. There will definitely be a 

winner between them.” 

“This demon master also thinks so.” The devil Lord’s smile was strange. 

For some reason, the four ancestors of sorcery frowned when they saw his expression. They had a bad 

feeling. 

…… 

This was a vast and boundless space. It was very quiet, and it was filled with an ancient and primitive 

aura, making the entire space seem as if it had been sealed for a long time. 

The loneliness did not last long before it was broken. The void suddenly twisted and a huge crack 

appeared. 

“Whoosh!” 

Then, two figures shot out from the huge crack and landed on the vast ground. 

“Yuhan, are you alright?” 

Ye chen subconsciously grabbed su Yuhan’s hand. 

“I’m fine!” 



Su Yuhan shook her head slightly and looked around. She found that they had landed on a 

mountain.””Little Chen, we should have entered the monarch tomb, right?” 

“It should be!” 

Ye chen nodded and spread out his divine sense as if he wanted to see through this space. However, to 

his disappointment, the space was too vast. 

Even with his spiritual sense, he was unable to see even a tenth of it. 

The next moment! 

A ghostly shadow came from the distance and headed straight for ye chen and Luo Li, filled with a strong 

murderous intent. 

“Hmph!” 

Ye Chen’s eyes turned cold. He pulled su Yuhan behind him and then struck out with his palm, turning it 

into a big handprint that hit the incoming shadow. 

“BOOM!” 

The entire space seemed to be shaking violently, and a powerful storm scattered in all directions, 

crushing countless voids. 

After the storm had dispersed, a young Man in Black suddenly appeared in the void. He looked at ye 

chen and ye mo with a mocking expression. “You’re quite strong!” 

It was none other than Huangfu Yu. 

At the same time, many demonic shadows gathered around him one after another. All of them locked 

their eyes on ye chen and su Yuhan with killing intent. 

“Do you want to start a war with me right now?” 

Ye chen looked at him with an indifferent expression. 

Huangfu Yu licked his lips and said in an extremely evil manner,””You only have two people, and we 

have twenty times the number of people. What do you have to fight me with?” 

“Is that so? then let’s try!” Ye Chen’s expression remained unchanged. 

Su Yuhan took out the dark net umbrella, and her aura changed all of a sudden. It was as if the Lord of 

the Underworld had returned to the human world, looking at him with a Holy and cold expression. 

“Little Huangfu Yu, don’t be so arrogant!” 

Suddenly, an extremely arrogant voice came from above. Then, dozens of figures descended from the 

huge crack in the void. 

It was old ancestor yellow spring and the others. 

The group stood beside ye chen as soon as they appeared. Yang Tian looked at Huangfu Yu with killing 

intent.”Huangfu Yu, this place shall be your burial ground today.” 



“What big words!” 

“With just you motley crew?” Huangfu Yu laughed in disdain. 

“Why are you talking nonsense with him? just do it!” 

Old ancestor yellow spring laughed hideously and called for the others to attack. 

At this time, an extremely majestic voice suddenly rang out in the void,””You are now in the Emperor’s 

Tomb, the mirror realm created by Emperor Xuanyuan.” 

“In the mirror realm, there is a Xuanyuan mountain. That will be your battlefield, and the Xuanyuan 

sword will be at the peak of the Xuanyuan mountain!” 

It was Zero’s voice. 

Hearing this, everyone put away their killing intent. 

“There are a total of nine peaks on Xuanyuan mountain, and each peak has a seal. Only by obtaining the 

seal can one be qualified to ascend the peak and face the Xuanyuan sword at close range!” 

“In other words, only nine of you can reach the top,” zero said mechanically. “The seal in anyone’s hands 

can be exchanged and transferred.” 

His meaning could not be any clearer. 

In other words, ye chen and Huangfu Yu would fight for the seal of the nine peaks together. Whoever 

had the most would be able to come into contact with the Xuanyuan sword. 

“I now announce the start of the fight for the Emperor’s Tomb!” 

As Zero’s voice fell, the atmosphere in the space suddenly reached its peak. 

“Ye, we will have a battle sooner or later, but not now. I’ll be leaving first!” 

Huangfu Yu looked at ye chen coldly and grinned. With a wave of his sleeve, he gave an order,””All 

demons, listen up! Occupy all nine peaks!” 

Chapter 1665: Today is the time to pay back! 

 

“BOOM!” 

Instantly, countless demonic shadows were like locusts crossing the border, covering the sky and the sun 

as they whizzed towards the Xuanyuan mountain. 

After understanding the rules, old ancestor yellow spring immediately said,””Fellow Daoist ye, you can 

just take one of the more complicated ones. Leave the rest to us!” 

“Alright!” 

“Let’s go!”Ye chen nodded. 



This time, it was a battle between him and Huangfu Yu. Since both sides were restraining each other, he 

would really need the help of old ancestor yellow spring and the others. 

As his voice fell ... 

At that moment, everyone turned into streaks of light and chased after him. 

“Kill!!!” 

During this period, many demons stayed behind as if they wanted to use the same trick to delay ye 

Chen’s rhythm. However, ye chen did not need to do anything. The human cultivators who entered this 

place stayed behind to fight with them. 

Half an hour later. 

Everyone felt their vision gradually become clear, and then they saw a towering mountain that was so 

high that they could not see the end. 

Looking from afar, there were nine towering peaks on the mountain, looking like nine fingers of a 

human. 

The entire mountain was like a giant beast sleeping on the ground. It was completely golden, and both 

the living creatures and the soil on it were golden. 

Before they could even get close, they could already feel a strong pressure and ancient aura coming 

from the depths of their souls. 

“The Qi of Emperor Xuanyuan?” 

“No wonder this mountain is called Xuanyuan mountain!” Ye Chen’s eyes flashed. 

At the same time, Huangfu Yu and the rest had already arrived at the foot of the mountain. They looked 

at the majestic mountain in front of them with serious expressions. 

This was because the entire Xuanyuan mountain was currently enveloped by a powerful seal. It was not 

that he had not tried to enter, but he was unable to. 

After ye chen and the others had arrived. 

In the middle, the highest ninth mountain peak suddenly trembled violently. After that, it blossomed 

with a resplendent light and the seal that enveloped it gradually dissipated. 

“The ninth peak has been unsealed!” 

Everyone’s eyes were fixed on him. 

“Fellow Daoist ye, I’ll leave the ninth peak to you and leave the rest to us,” old ancestor yellow spring 

said. 

“Alright!” 

At that moment, ye chen and Huangfu Yu attacked at the same time. The two of them used their full 

strength and rushed toward the ninth peak, which had just been unsealed. 



Anyone with eyes could tell that the ninth peak was the highest and the one in the middle. Naturally, it 

could not be compared to the other eight peaks. 

Therefore, old ancestor yellow spring and the other demon experts didn’t interfere when they saw that 

the two had the same goal. 

At the same time, zero, the demon master, and the others were also watching the scene in the mirror 

world through their own means. 

When they saw ye chen and Huangfu Yu heading straight for the ninth peak ... 

The four ancestors of sorcery couldn’t help but look grave. 

It could be said that this so-called battle for the Xuanyuan sword in the Emperor’s Tomb was tailored for 

ye chen and Huangfu Yu. 

The real battlefield was between the two of them. 

If one of them died before they got the Xuanyuan sword, the winner of the bet would be the one who 

survived. 

“BOOM!” 

Under everyone’s watchful eyes, ye chen and Huangfu Yu each used their own mystical powers and 

rushed toward the ninth peak. 

If one looked closely, they would realize that ye Chen’s speed was even faster than Huangfu Yu ‘S. He 

was about to step into the ninth peak, which had just been unsealed. 

Huangfu Yu suddenly stopped. His face, which was covered by countless black demonic patterns, 

immediately revealed a strange smile. 

“Demonic light!” 

An extremely cold voice sounded. 

A black lightning bolt shot out from Huangfu Yu’s vertical eye. 

Then, it caught up to ye chen at a terrifying speed and attacked his back. 

“Fiery golden eyes, burn the heavens!!!” 

Ye chen, who had been prepared, quickly twisted his head and turned behind him. His eyes immediately 

burst with bright flames and two pillars of fire shot out from his eyes. 

“BOOM!” 

The two eye techniques clashed together, and the terrifying power that exploded made everyone spit 

blood. They felt like their souls were about to fly away. 

On the other hand, ye chen and Huangfu Yu both took a step back. 

Huangfu Yu placed one hand behind his back and looked at ye chen with a cold gaze.”Ye chen, it’s time 

for you two to get to know each other better!” 



“First, you cut off my reincarnated body. Then, you destroyed my thousand years of bitter cultivation. 

Now, you’ve taken away what belonged to me!” 

“Today is the day I pay you back!” 

At this moment, it was as if he had been completely possessed. 

Ye chen turned his head back, his expression as calm as water. However, in his eyes, there was a 

boundless and crazy killing intent surging. 

Then, his extremely cold voice rang out,””You’re a traitor of the human race who surrendered to the 

demon race and is willing to fall. I want you to die without a burial place!!!” 

“What big words!!!” 

“I’d like to see where you get your confidence from!”Huangfu Yu’s eyes were sinister. 

“BOOM!” 

As soon as he finished speaking, boundless demonic Qi burst out from his body like a flood breaking 

through a dam. The rich demonic Qi filled the world, making people shudder. 

Chapter 1666: You’re the only one worthy of being my enemy! 

 

In the mirror world of the Emperor’s Tomb. 

Looking at Huangfu Yu’s demonic aura, which was increasing at a terrifying speed, everyone’s heart 

could not help but be in their mouth. 

Were the two main characters finally going to fight? 

“Evil demon true eye!!!” 

Under everyone’s gaze, the third vertical eye on Huangfu Yu’s glabella opened as if the Door to Hell had 

been opened. 

An extreme evil gushed into the world. 

Those eyes were so strange that it was frightening. When people looked at them from afar, it was as if 

their souls were about to be sucked in. It was extremely frightening. 

“Pfft!” 

Below, after many experts exchanged glances with him, they couldn’t help but spit out blood, their faces 

extremely aghast. 

Someone subconsciously wanted to use a magic treasure to protect himself. However, as soon as the 

magic treasure appeared, countless cracks burst out and it turned into powder. 

Everyone was shocked. 

Such a strange pair of eyes was simply too terrifying. 



Seeing this, Zero’s eyes flashed. He looked at the demon master in the void and said,””Demon Lord, I 

didn’t expect you to teach this kid the heaven shrouding demon technique in order to cultivate him!” 

His expression was extremely unsightly. 

The heaven shrouding demonic technique! 

It was known as the Supreme magical power of the demon world and was created by the five great 

demon gods. Countless people dreamed of this technique, and it was rumored that when cultivated to 

completion, it could cover the sky. 

“I’ve already said it. ” 

The demon master’s expression was grim.”This child’s talent is no less than that human brat surnamed 

ye. Otherwise, why would I take him in as my foster son?” 

Zero snorted and looked into the mirror realm again. He could not interfere now and could only hope 

that ye chen would not let him down. 

In the mirror realm, ye chen felt as if his mind was about to come out of his body as he looked at the evil 

eyes that wanted to devour people’s souls. 

“Ang!” 

He let out a long roar, and his deep eyes turned bright. His pupils turned into two large bells, golden and 

hot, which suddenly rang in the world. 

“Thump!” 

A violent sound shook the heavens and earth. 

It was deafening, as if it was falling from the nine Heavens. It was like a mighty immortal voice from the 

immortal world, purifying the soul. 

At the same time, every muscle and bone in his body resonated with each other. It was like the roar of a 

Dragon and the roar of a Tiger, shaking the world. 

“Open!” 

Huangfu Yu roared and a jet-black light shot out from his vertical eye. 

“Boom boom boom!” 

With the appearance of the black light, the space of the battlefield trembled. The void exploded as if the 

entire space was about to collapse. 

Looking at the black light coming straight at him and feeling its power, ye chen sneered.””An authentic 

devil Dao cultivation technique? It seems that the demons have treated you well!” 

The last time he fought with Huangfu Yu, the former did not have such an ability. Now, in just a few 

days, Huangfu Yu’s cultivation had increased dramatically. 

From this, it could be seen that the demons had spent a lot of resources on it. 



“It’s a pity that this is ultimately pulling up seedlings to help them grow, and it will do you no good!” 

“Woof!” 

The next moment, ye Chen’s eyes flickered and two beams of fire burst out. 

His eyes were like small Suns, so bright that it made people’s hearts jump. They didn’t dare to look at 

him directly, as if his eyes were burning. 

Two pillars of Heavenly Fire burst out of his eyes. 

“Boom boom boom!!!” 

The two of them exchanged blows again, and it was still eye techniques. 

This time, both of them were sent flying by the storm. Perhaps it was because they had used too much 

force, but blood started to flow out of Huangfu Yu’s vertical eye. 

“Your strength is average!” 

Huangfu Yu laughed instead of getting angry. The corners of his mouth carried a hint of a cold smile that 

made one’s heart turn cold. Then, both of his palms crossed the sky, accompanied by a series of sharp 

Dragon roars. 

The next moment! 

His palms transformed into two demonic Dragons that blotted out the sky. They were wrapped in 

monstrous demonic energy and whizzed toward ye chen as if they wanted to tear him apart. 

“You’re looking for death!” 

Ye chen muttered softly. He stretched his body, and a Dragon’s Roar and a tiger’s roar resounded within 

him. Then, he suddenly struck out with his palm. 

If one were to look closely, one would discover that there were terrifying lightning surging between his 

five fingers, and there seemed to be nine stars rotating in his palm. 

Nine stars lightning palm! 

This was the ultimate technique of the immortal world’s great Dao sect. 

Back then, ye chen had read through it and modified it. If he were to use it at his peak, he could mobilize 

the power of nine planets at once. 

Even if he were to use it now, it would be enough to deal with Huangfu Yu. 

“What’s that?” 

At that moment, everyone’s eyes were fixed on his right hand. 

Even zero and the demon master outside were no exception. 

“BOOM!” 



As ye Chen’s palm struck out, a huge palm print soared into the sky. The nine stars grew in size and 

rumbled in his palm as if they were about to transform into a world. 

At the same time, Rolling Thunder was born on the palm print. 

“BOOM!!!” 

The lightning and the two demonic Dragons collided violently. 

In an instant, the void collapsed and the ground was overturned. The space battlefield was almost blown 

up by the attacks of the two. 

“I’ve still underestimated you!” 

Huangfu Yu hovered in the air as if he was possessed by an ancient demon ancestor. He looked at ye 

chen again and said,”Ye chen, as expected, you’re the only one worthy of being my enemy!” 

“Only in this way can I have a sense of accomplishment in killing you!” 

He smiled. 

This time, the demonic Qi in his body surged and his murderous aura soared to the sky. Like a demon 

ancestor, he swooped down at ye chen. His palm and fingers turned into giant peaks and ruthlessly 

slashed at ye Chen’s head. 

Ye Chen’s entire body bloomed with divine light. He also turned into a divine rainbow and pounced 

forward, launching a fatal attack. 

Chapter 1667: Intense battle, true demon afterimages! 

 

The two of them moved towards each other and were both accelerating. Their auras had reached their 

peak, and they were like two meteors, erupting with terrifying balls of light. The vast fluctuations were 

shocking. 

“Slash!” 

The moment the two of them got close, Huangfu Yu’s right hand swept across like a demonic ROC, 

emitting endless demonic might. The void twisted as if it wanted to destroy everything. 

Ye chen turned his body slightly and dodged the attack. His arm bloomed with divine light and with a 

bang, he grabbed Huangfu Yu’s right hand. 

“Pfft!” 

Huangfu Yu’s right arm was cut off on the spot and blood gushed out. 

Everyone was completely shocked. 

In the end, blood was shed in this battle between the two. 

Huangfu Yu turned a blind eye to it. An arm suddenly appeared in front of his chest. Like a Demon Claw 

tearing the sky, it clawed at ye Chen’s chest. 



“Crack!” 

At that moment, ye Chen’s figure retreated rapidly. Even so, his clothes were torn, revealing his bronze-

colored skin. 

“BOOM!“ 

This time, ye chen waved his fists and struck out again. 

The two of them were extremely fast, so fast that it was hard to catch them. In just a few breaths, the 

two of them had collided no less than a thousand times. 

With the two of them as the center, the void ten thousand feet around them collapsed and turned into 

nothingness. 

When the two of them separated again, they saw that Huangfu Yu’s arms had already been cut off. 

Demon blood sprayed down like poisonous fire, burning the ground. 

Meanwhile, ye Chen’s clothes were already riddled with holes. 

Ye chen stood in the wind and looked at him indifferently.””Did the devil Lord teach you the ability of 

women to fight and grab clothes?” 

After he finished speaking, someone couldn’t help but laugh. 

Huangfu Yu’s actions were indeed like a fight between shrews. He was either scratching his hair or his 

clothes. 

“You’re too weak!” 

Ye chen continued to stare at Huangfu Yu.”I thought you’d learned a lot from the demon Lord. I didn’t 

expect you to still be so weak.” 

“Is that so?” 

Huangfu Yu laughed eerily. 

The next moment! 

The two arms that ye chen had cut off had actually grown back on purpose. It did not take long for them 

to recover. 

“What kind of divine ability is this?” 

Seeing this scene, someone gasped.””The injury caused by ye Tianjun is a Dao injury. How can it be so 

easy to recover?” 

Ye Chen’s eyes also flashed. 

Not only did he cut off Huangfu Yu’s physical arms, he had also cut off his demonic soul’s arms. How 

could the latter grow two new arms? 

“Strange, isn’t it?” 



As if sensing his doubts, Huangfu Yu grinned and said coldly,””Since I dare to fight you with my body, 

how can I not have something to rely on?” 

“Thanks to you, my foster father has taught me the heaven shrouding demonic technique of the Five 

Emperors great demonic god!” 

“This demonic technique is also known as the immortal demonic technique. Its greatest effect is that it 

possesses the most terrifying recovery power in the world. Let alone cutting off my arms, even if you cut 

off my head, you won’t be able to kill me!” 

At the end of his sentence, he burst out laughing like a mad demon. 

As his voice fell ... 

The world was deathly silent! 

Everyone’s faces were filled with shock, as if they had heard something terrifying. 

The immortal demon technique? 

If that was the case, then what was the point of this battle? 

“Heaven shrouding demonic technique?” 

Ye Chen’s eyes narrowed.”So, you’ve obtained the heaven shrouding demonic technique created by the 

five great demon gods. No wonder you’re so fearless!” 

The five Emperor great demonic gods were not referring to a single person. 

In fact, there were five of them. 

They were quintuplets, and each of them had a different attribute. The five of them together formed the 

five elemental Dao. 

“BOOM!” 

A violent energy swept across the area along with a shrill shriek from Huangfu Yu. 

“Ye chen, today is the day of your death!!!” 

“Demonic shadow that covers the heavens! Call me a true demon!!!” 

Following Huangfu Yu’s final roar. 

His entire body suddenly became hazy. Then, an incomparably huge demonic shadow suddenly 

appeared behind him. 

The demonic shadow was as tall as a mountain, and its arm was as vast as a mountain ridge when it 

stretched out. 

In an instant, the mirror world trembled and showed signs of collapse. It was clearly the work of the 

giant demonic figure. 

“True demon’s afterimage?!!” 



Outside, Zero’s expression finally changed. 

He quickly made a move to protect the space of the mirror realm emperor’s tomb. Once the space of 

the tomb was broken, everyone inside would die. 

True devil suppressing the heavens! 

Even the heavens couldn’t withstand it! 

Let alone a mere mirror world. 

The good thing was that it seemed to be just an afterimage. 

“Roar!” 

Following a demonic roar that shook the heavens and earth, the mountain-like demonic figure suddenly 

walked out from behind Huangfu Yu and pressed his palm toward ye chen. 

It was as if Pangu had created the world. 

“Not good!” 

Seeing this, ancestral wizard Di Jiang’s expression changed.””Realm Guardian, quickly break through the 

mirror realm and save ye chen. He can’t fight against that true demon’s afterimage!” 

Even when he was facing the true demon’s afterimage. 

He didn’t have absolute confidence that he could take it! 

However, just as he finished speaking, the demon Lord’s cackling laughter rang out.””Do you want to 

start a war now?” 

“There’s no turning back from the start of the bet!”Zero shook his head. 

Emperor Jiang’s heart sank. 

As the true demon’s afterimage appeared, old ancestor yellow spring and the others in the mirror world 

felt like their minds were about to collapse. 

“Little Chen ...” Su Yuhan exclaimed. 

In the air, ye Chen’s eyes turned cold as he watched the true demon’s afterimage pressing toward 

him.”True demon afterimages, that’s a good move ...” 

“Huangfu Yu, Oh Huangfu Yu, it’s a pity that the person you’re facing is me!” 

In the next moment, he took a step forward and murmured,””The third calamity of the three calamities 

and nine tribulations: Suan ni Black Sun catastrophe!!!” 

Chapter 1668: Invincible divine power, three calamities and nine tribulations! 

 

“The third disaster of the technique of three disasters and nine tribulations, Suan ni Black Sun Wind 

disaster!” 



With that, ye chen reached out with both hands and grabbed at the air. 

“Shua shua!” 

Suddenly, mountains collapsed and the earth cracked. Heaven and earth reversed, and chaos churned. 

In the void, the bright sky above everyone’s head began to descend at a speed that was visible to the 

naked eye. 

For some reason, everyone suddenly felt an inexplicable pressure. 

It was as if there was a terrifying explosion in the dark. 

“Guys, look at the sun!” 

Suddenly, someone exclaimed. 

Everyone hurriedly looked up and saw that the sun above their heads had actually started to turn black, 

from a round shape to a crescent shape. 

The sky also darkened. 

“The heavenly dog eats the sun?!!” 

This thought suddenly flashed through someone’s mind. 

In just a few short breaths, the sun had completely disappeared, and the entire world had fallen into 

endless darkness. 

Someone hurriedly condensed a fireball with his vital essence. However, as soon as the fireball 

appeared, it was instantly extinguished, as if there was an invisible giant mouth in the darkness that 

swallowed it. 

The rest of the people also tried. 

However, the final result was the same. 

“No, this is not the heavenly dog devouring the sun!” 

Everyone was completely shocked. 

The ordinary heavenly dog engulfing the sun was just a celestial phenomenon. How could it devour 

light? this was clearly an extremely terrifying divine ability. 

Immediately after. 

Endless gales seemed to descend from the sky, wreaking havoc in the world in the most terrifying way. 

At the same time, zero and the others, who were watching the scene, were also shocked. 

“What ... What is this?” 

The Demon King sat up in shock and stared at the mirror world with a look of shock.”Is this immortal 

Lord calamity’s three calamities and nine tribulations technique?!!” 



Three calamities and nine tribulations! 

The three calamities were the doomsday calamity, the great sun Fire calamity, and the Black Sun Wind 

calamity. 

As for the nine tribulations, they were the earth tribulation, human tribulation, Demon God tribulation, 

innate tribulation, karma tribulation, mind tribulation, and soul tribulation tribulation. 

Once it was cultivated, not only would it be extremely powerful, but it would also contain the profound 

mysteries of life and death, as well as the Supreme mysteries of life and death. 

This immortal Technique was exclusive to the immortal world’s immortal Lord calamity. 

Immortal master ... 

“Impossible!” 

The demon master shook his head repeatedly and said in disbelief,””There’s actually someone in this 

abandoned star field who can cast the three calamities and nine tribulations technique of immortal Lord 

calamity!” 

…… 

The sky was completely dark. 

Huangfu Yu’s expression could not help but change. 

He had boasted that he had learned the heaven shrouding demon technique and felt that there was no 

other divine power in the world that could compare to it. However, the divine power ye chen displayed 

made him extremely frightened. 

The next moment! 

He let out a shrill scream. 

This was because the true fiend’s afterimage he had summoned had collapsed. 

That was a true demon’s afterimage. 

It was actually destroyed by the endless night and strong wind. 

“Pfft!” 

He spat out a mouthful of blood and looked extremely dispirited. 

The strange phenomenon of the sky turning dark disappeared very quickly. In a few breaths, the sky 

brightened up again and the blazing sun appeared in everyone’s eyes. 

After they regained their vision, the scene that entered their eyes shocked them. 

The true demon’s shadow that Huangfu Yu had summoned was gone! 

Ye chen stood in the air with his hands behind his back. He looked indifferently at the dispirited Huangfu 

Yu.”It seems like you’re going to lose again this time!” 



“But I won’t let you have the chance to escape again.” 

The next moment! 

He slowly stretched out his palm.”The third tribulation of the three calamities and nine tribulations. The 

demon God tribulation!” 

As his voice fell ... 

Suddenly, a gray light flashed from his fingertips. This gray light seemed like death Qi, but it was even 

more terrifying than death Qi. It seemed to be formed by countless mysterious runes. 

It spun in the air for a while before it suddenly grew in size and turned into a grey snake that whizzed 

towards Huangfu Yu. 

At that moment, Huangfu Yu felt all the hair on his body stand on end as an aura of death filled his 

heart. 

He couldn’t think too much and immediately let out a long roar. A drop of blood seemed to flow out 

from the vertical eye between his eyebrows. 

The drop of blood whistled and instantly fell into his hand. 

Under everyone’s gaze, the drop of blood turned into a treasured saber. 

The blade was blood-red in color and as thin as a cicada’s wing. There was a strange two-headed magical 

beast on the hilt, and evil human faces were intertwined on the blade. 

As soon as this treasured saber appeared, it was as if a mountain of corpses and a sea of blood had 

appeared. Blood Qi filled the world, and demonic Qi was heavy. It was unknown how many people’s 

blood it had been stained with. 

Without a doubt! 

This was a weapon made of demonic Qi, an evil weapon! 

” 

Huangfu Yu’s venomous voice resounded through the heavens,”You forced me to do this! You forced me 

to do this!” 

Huangfu Yu held the demonic blade, blood firmament, in his hand and slashed at the gray snake-like 

brilliance. Suddenly, a blood-red blade energy broke through the air. 

The saber Qi was like a ferocious demonic shadow, containing endless resentment, hostility, and 

demonic Qi. 

“BOOM!” 

The strange saber Qi directly destroyed the gray snake-like brilliance, and the terrifying fluctuation that 

erupted completely penetrated the entire void. 

Seeing this, everyone was shocked.”What a powerful saber!” 



They had witnessed the power of ye Chen’s mystical power. 

However, they did not expect Huangfu Yu’s demonic blade to be able to cut through ye Chen’s divine 

power with one strike. 

“Demonic blade, blood firmament!” 

Almost at the same time, zero, who was outside, suddenly looked at the demon master and 

sneered.””Demon master, your demon race really put in a lot of effort, even willing to give him this 

item.” 

Chapter 1669: Immortal flying blade vs demonic blade cangqiong blood! 

 

The demonic blade, cangqiong blood! 

It was the famous weapon of the five great demon gods. 

It was unknown how many powerhouses had fallen under its blade. The condensed resentment, 

hostility, and demonic energy could corrode all power, as if it wanted to drag people into hell. 

Zero finally understood why the demon master had insisted on Huangfu Yu and ye chen to make a bet 

even though he knew that the Xuanyuan sword would not choose someone who would join the demon 

race. 

It turned out that his target was not the Xuanyuan sword! 

It was ye chen! 

He had deliberately used the bet to trap himself and then gave the demonic blade cangqiong Xue to 

Huangfu Yu so that Huangfu Yu could take the opportunity to kill ye chen. 

“Hahaha!” 

Sure enough, Huangfu Yu, who was in the mirror world, held the demonic blade cangqiong blood and 

looked at ye chen with a menacing gaze.”Congratulations, ye chen. You’ve successfully angered me.” 

“What the hell is this Xuanyuan sword? In front of demonic blade Xue cangqiong, he is nothing. ” 

He glared at ye chen with extreme hatred.”My real target is you. I just want to kill you!” 

“King of the blood Night ... King of the blood Night ... King of the blood Night!” 

At the same time, a hideous face appeared on his demonic blade. The face was twisted and roared. 

Obviously, the weapon spirit of his demonic blade, blood firmament, was called the king of Blood Night. 

“The one surnamed ye!” 

Huangfu Yu sneered at ye chen.”I know you have a divine item in your hands. Summon it. I’d like to see 

if it can withstand my demonic blade, blood firmament!” 

“A mere mid-grade demonic saber dares to be so rampant in front of me!” 



Almost at the same time, the immortal slaying Flying Dagger in ye Chen’s niwan Palace trembled slightly 

and a domineering intent was reflected.”Venerable sovereign, let me out. Watch how I destroy it!” 

“That’s right. It’s just a broken weapon used by the five great demon gods. What’s there to be arrogant 

about?” 

“Ah!” The night Demon Armor was so angry that it cried out,”back then, the five great demon gods had 

to run for their lives with their tails between their legs when they saw master.” 

“Swish!” 

Without waiting for ye chen to speak, a Dragon’s Roar shook the world and a Dragon’s Shadow shot out 

from his body. 

A Dragon’s Roar shook the sky as a Dragon’s saber appeared out of thin air, intending to cut through the 

heavens and earth. 

The dragon’s head had a sharp blade, nine claws, and the dragon’s tail was the handle. Even if 10000 

Suns were to gather together, they would not be as bright as this. 

It was like an eternal celestial light, floating above ye Chen’s head. Many people subconsciously knelt 

down and worshipped it. 

This was the immortal flying knife! 

“What ... What kind of weapon is this?” 

“This is not a weapon from the mortal world. I’m afraid it can only exist in the immortal world!” 

“He’s a celestial artifact?!!” 

At that moment, everyone was shocked by the power of the immortal flying knife. 

The demon master’s face changed again. His eyes were fixed on the immortal Flying Dagger above ye 

Chen’s head.”A celestial artifact! Damn it! How could a celestial artifact appear here? it seems that its 

grade is not low!” 

“Wrong, wrong!” 

“Not only can this human kid cast the celestial spell of the celestial world’s celestial Lord calamity, but 

he also has the help of a celestial artifact!” 

“Is he the reincarnation of some Almighty in the immortal world?!!” 

With this in mind, he looked at ye chen with a thick murderous intent but also endless greed. 

“Very good!” 

Huangfu Yu was not shocked. Instead, he was overjoyed. It was as if every cell in his body was excited 

and trembling. He held the demonic blade cangqiong blood in his hand and said,”Ye, die!” 

“Slash!!!” 

The voice fell. 



The demonic blade in his hand, Xue cangqiong, immediately burst with a terrifying demonic might. As if 

the demonic ancestor had awakened, a suffocating aura shrouded the world. 

“The king of the blood Night!!!” 

The weapon spirit of the demonic blade, blood firmament, roared. 

“Watch as I break your stupid blade!” 

Ye Chen’s eyes flickered. He held the immortal slaying Flying Dagger in one hand and then poured all his 

true essence into the immortal slaying Flying Dagger. 

“BOOM!” 

The immortal Flying Dagger was summoned, and the heavens resonated. The Dragon roar seemed to 

shake the long river of time and ancient times, making the world lose its color. 

“Hualalalalalala ...” 

On the other side, the demonic blade cangqiong Xue trembled. Endless blood Qi, evil Qi, and demonic Qi 

gushed out, shrouding everything and whistling towards the immortal flying blade. 

“Boom boom boom!” 

At that moment, the sky fell and the earth cracked. It was as if the end of the world had come. 

This was a battle between two inhuman weapons! 

The resulting shockwaves caused a huge crack to appear on the ground within a radius of a hundred 

miles. The mountains and rivers were all destroyed. 

The remaining power completely burst the entire mirror world. 

“Crack!!!” 

With a series of ear-piercing cracking sounds, the Emperor’s Tomb was completely broken and countless 

space fragments turned into powder. 

“Not good!” 

Zero’s expression changed slightly. With a wave of his sleeve, it seemed to transform into a big hand and 

completely extracted everyone from the outside world. 

“No!” 

Immediately after, an extremely shrill scream rang out in the world. 

After the demonic blade cangqiong Xue was hit by the immortal flying blade, its weapon spirit, the 

master of blood, shattered on the spot, and dense cracks began to appear on the blade. 

“Bang!” 

The next moment! 



The demonic blade that Huangfu Yu was so proud of, Xue cangqiong, was turned into dust on the spot 

and disappeared from the world. 

“Trash like you dare to be so arrogant in front of me!” 

The immortal slaying Flying Dagger smiled domineeringly and returned to ye Chen’s hand. However, if 

one looked closely, they would find that its luster was somewhat dim. 

It was obvious that it had paid a heavy price for that attack. 

After all, the demonic blade cangqiong blood was not an ordinary weapon. 

The demonic blade cangqiong Xue had been tamed by Huangfu Yu through a blood sacrifice. Now that it 

was broken, Huangfu Yu’s mind was severely injured. 

“Pfft!” 

At that moment, Huangfu Yu cried out and spat out a mouthful of blood. He had completely lost the 

ability to fight. 

After ye chen put away the immortal slaying Flying Dagger, he ignored his weak body and charged 

toward Huangfu Yu with a monstrous killing intent. 

“Huangfu Yu, it’s over. Our grudges are over!” 

Chapter 1670: Huangfu Yu falls! 

 

“BOOM!” 

Ye Chen’s figure appeared in front of Huangfu Yu almost as soon as he finished speaking. His arms swept 

out and destroyed everything. 

Huangfu Yu had nowhere to retreat to. In addition, the explosion of the demonic blade, Xue cangqiong, 

had damaged his mind and soul. At this moment, he was like an arrow at the end of its flight. 

“Heaven shrouding demonic technique!” 

He roared and tried to use the heaven shrouding demonic technique to heal his injuries. 

However, his recovery speed was still no match for ye Chen’s attack speed. 

Even though ye chen had exhausted himself in order to summon the immortal slaying Flying Dagger, it 

did not affect his physical strength at all. 

This was the benefit of cultivating both martial arts and spiritual techniques. 

“Crack!” 

Under ye Chen’s attack, a crisp sound was heard. Huangfu Yu’s face was pale and he was sent flying 

backward, vomiting blood. 

The last protective magical treasure on his body had also been shattered by ye chen. 



The world suddenly fell into a deathly silence. 

Everyone was shocked by the scene in front of them. 

They looked at ye chen, who was constantly sending Huangfu Yu flying. 

Countless people subconsciously swallowed a mouthful of saliva. 

It was simply too ferocious! 

Was he still human? 

He was clearly a beast in human form! 

Huangfu Yu fell limply to the ground. He felt as if all the bones in his body were about to break. The pain 

was unbearable as he looked at ye chen, who was charging at him again. 

He suddenly felt a chill in his heart. 

“I admit defeat ...” He immediately blurted out. 

At this moment, he was not convinced of his previous pride and smugness. There was only fear and the 

desire to live in his heart. 

“Admit defeat?!!” 

Ye chen interrupted him and sneered. “There’s no victory or defeat between you and me. There’s only 

life and death!!!” 

He was very clear that with Huangfu Yu’s talent and temperament, if he let him escape this time, he 

would definitely grow into an even more terrifying existence in the future and bring many disasters to 

him. 

This kind of thing must not happen again. 

“Huangfu Yu, die! You’ve lived for too long!” 

Looking at his fearful face, ye Chen’s lips curled into a cold smile.””Do you know why you lost to me one 

after another? Even if I have the heaven shrouding demonic technique and the demonic blade 

cangqiong Xue, I’m no exception ...” 

Huangfu Yu’s body stiffened and he looked at him unwillingly. 

This had always been a question in his mind! 

He was confident that he was not inferior to ye chen in terms of talent or opportunity. 

However, ye chen was like his nemesis. No matter how strong he became, ye chen would always be able 

to suppress him. 

“Because I’m ...” Ye Chen’s lips moved. 

After a while, Huangfu Yu’s eyes widened and he looked at him in shock as if he had heard something 

terrifying. 



The Lord of the immortal realm! 

So he was the master of the immortal realm! 

Huangfu Yu was shocked to death. 

He had always thought that ye chen was just an ant with better luck. Even if ye chen was talented, he 

could not compare to him. 

However, he was actually the master of the immortal realm. 

He was fighting against the master of the immortal realm, so how could he be defeated again and again? 

Ye chen did not hesitate any longer. The heavenly Divine force gushed out from his palm. 

“Godfather, save me ... Save me! He ... He is ...” Huangfu Yu shrieked. 

As soon as he said that, zero and the four ancestors of sorcery stared at the devil Master and the others, 

as if they were ready to go to war if the devil Master attacked. 

However, what shocked everyone was that the demon master was still sitting high up in the clouds, as if 

he did not hear Huangfu Yu’s cry for help. 

“Die!” 

Ye chen scoffed and his Heavenly Divine force landed heavily on Huangfu Yu’s body. 

“Crack!” 

Instantly, the sound of bones breaking shook the world. 

Huangfu Yu’s despairing gaze froze and his eyes dimmed. In the end, his eyes became completely empty 

and lifeless. 

On his face, there were still traces of fear, despair, and unwillingness. 

Ye Chen’s palm landed heavily on Huangfu Yu’s head. As the Qi force poured into him, Huangfu Yu’s 

body exploded and turned into a bloody mist. 

His demonic soul and ye Chen’s palm had been completely destroyed. He had no chance of escaping. 

This was the rare genius that the demon Lord had mentioned! 

This was the cockroach that had escaped from ye Chen’s hands many times. 

He had finally fallen at this moment! 

The countless grudges and disputes between the two were completely Gone with the Wind. 

Zero suddenly looked at the demon master.”Demon master, I’m curious. Huangfu Yu was adopted by 

you. Are you just going to sit back and watch him die?” 

Just now, he had already made preparations to intercept the demon master. 

He didn’t expect the demon master to be unmoved. 



The demon master chuckled.”He’s just an adopted son. He’s no different from a chess piece. When I 

need him, he’ll be of use. When I don’t want him, he should die.” 

“It’s truly a tragedy to be a member of your demon race. ” 

Zero shook his head. 

Almost at the same time, a demonic Dragon condensed from monstrous demonic energy roared and 

attacked ye chen. 

The pressure was earth-shaking. 

The demon master had made his move! 

Ye Chen’s eyes flickered as he looked at the demon master, who was not hiding his killing intent at all. At 

this moment, he was no match for the demon master. 

“Demon master, you dare!!!” 

At the same time, a huge golden hand slapped toward the demon master, causing the sky to shake. It 

blocked the demon master in an extremely overbearing manner. 

Zero’s figure suddenly appeared in front of ye chen. 

“BOOM!” 

Almost at the same time, Di Jiang and the other three Grand Wizards ‘QI activities burst out and 

enveloped everything. They stood in front of ye chen to protect him. 

“The world Guardian!” 

The demon Dragon roared and turned into the demon master. He looked down at zero and said,”Hand 

this man over to me, and I can swear in the name of the demon race that the demon race will withdraw 

from this world and never commit this crime again!” 

He came to earth for two purposes: first, to occupy this world; second, to get the ancient immortal 

being suppressed by Emperor Xuanyuan. 

That ancient immortal was at most a golden immortal. 

Before this, it was extremely tempting to him! 

However, after witnessing ye Chen’s successive use of immortal Lord calamity’s spell techniques and his 

possession of an immortal artifact, he was almost certain that ye chen was the reincarnation of some 

great figure in the immortal world. 

A mere ancient immortal was nothing compared to him. 

As the demon Lord’s voice fell, everyone’s expression changed. 

It was obvious that he did not expect the demon master to have designs on ye chen. Moreover, he was 

willing to withdraw from earth for ye Chen’s sake. 

“Has my identity been exposed ...” 



Ye chen mumbled. 

“Little Chen!” 

Su Yuhan quickly rushed to ye Chen’s side and stared at everyone with great vigilance, as if she was 

afraid that someone would attack ye chen again. 

After all, the demon master’s offer was simply too tempting ... 

Sacrificing one person to save hundreds of millions of lives. 

No matter how he looked at it, it seemed like a very good deal. 

“Delusional!” 

However, zero rejected him directly.”My duty is to protect the living beings in this world. Billions of 

living beings are living beings, but one person is not?!!“ 

“Are you sure?” 

The demon master’s face was extremely gloomy,’do you really think that you’re my match now? Do you 

have enough celestial jades to fight me?” 

…… 

 


